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About NORD/LB
Supporting our clients across the globe for over 250 years

 NORD/LB is a German Landesbank owned by the German states of Lower Saxony and
Saxony-Anhalt.
 The bank supports the public sector in municipal financing and assumes the
responsibilities of a central bank for the savings banks in the two states as well as
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania.
 With a more than 250-year history, NORD/LB has supported new clients and built up
comprehensive expertise across the globe with offices throughout Europe, as well as in
Singapore and New York.
 NORD/LB’s investments total approx. EUR 85 billion and are spread across 5 diverse
business segments.

Strong support from our stakeholders

State of Lower
Saxony: 55.15%

Savings Banks of MecklenburgWestern Pomerania: 1.32%

Quick facts & figures
Employees

4,047 across 16+ locations

Total assets

EUR 117 billion

NPL ratio

1.0 %

Liquidity coverage ratio

149.2 %

LT issuer rating

A- (Fitch) / A3 (Moody’s)

Business segments by Exposure at Default (EUR billions)
State of Lower
Saxony

State of SaxonyAnhalt: 6.66%

Corporate

19.1

23%

Structured Finance

18.5

22%

Real Estate (Germany)

14.2

17%

Private & SME (Germany)

25.3

30%

7.5

9%

Special Credit & Portfolio Optimization
Total investment in our clients
Note: Figures as of 30 September 2021 unless stated otherwise
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About NORD/LB Structured Finance
Product and sector focus: renewable energy and infrastructure project finance
About Structured Finance


Core Products & Services

Structured Finance is primarily focused on providing non-recourse senior debt
financing for Renewable Energy and Infrastructure projects.



NORD/LB has become one of the leading financiers with over 1,000
renewable projects (equivalent to ~45GW) across our active markets in
Europe, Americas, and Asia Pacific, predominantly in wind and solar energy.
Recently, we have financed ~1GW of battery energy storage and continue to
explore more opportunities in this growing space.



In the infrastructure sector, we have financed over 145 infrastructure
projects in the past decade and we continue to diversify our lending portfolio
and transition the business into digital infrastructure as demonstrated by our
recently closed transactions.



With our extensive sector expertise, we are committed to financing the
transition to a sustainable future by supporting our clients across our global
platform, providing innovative financing solutions to ensure projects deliver
long-term social and environmental value.

Inspiratia FY21 League Table
– Renewables, by deal count

Short and Long-term project loans, including:
– Long term senior debt
– Construction / bridging loans
– Mini-perm structures

Guarantees & Letters of Credit (e.g. grid
connection or decommissioning bonds)

Ancillary facilities (e.g. VAT/GST facility, DSRF)

Inspiratia FY21 League Table
– Infrastructure, by deal count

Lender

Lender

1

SMBC

1

SMBC

2

NORD/LB

2

NORD/LB

3

MUFG

3

MUFG

4

Societe Generale

4

Societe Generale

5

Santander

5

Credit Agricole CIB

Derivatives (interest rate and FX hedging
products for all major currencies)
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NORD/LB Structured Finance

Financing the transition to a sustainable future through renewable energy and infrastructure project
finance, by supporting our clients across our global platform
Key Figures

Supporting clients across our global platform

Award winning global team
of over

120
~€17bn
~45GW
Of client commitments

Global renewable energy assets
financed (wind, solar, & battery storage)

~145

Infrastructure projects financed
worldwide

Active in
Global Infrastructure Credit Volume by Sector (ca. EUR 5bn total)

>30

Global Renewables Credit Volume by Sector (ca. EUR 12bn total)
8%

13%
24%

Transportation
Education

14%

Wind

Healthcare/Blue Light

(Inspiratia)

9%

BESS & Others

Digital
Others

27%
13%

73%

6

19%

Solar

Housing

Awarded Outstanding Lender 2020-21

countries
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Energy H2/2021 Highlights
NORD/LB supports a further >3.5GW of renewable energy projects across its global platform,
including >800MW in batteries

EUROPE

AMERICAS

In
we financed multiple renewables and battery storage projects, of
particular note:
 Arroyo: D.E. Shaw Renewable Investment’s 300MW Solar PV + 150MW/600MWh
BESS in New Mexico, marking NORD/LB NY’s first solar plus battery transaction and
one of the largest in the US to date, acquired by D.E. Shaw Renewable Investments.
 Crimson: Axium Infrastrure and Canadian Solar’s 350MW/1.4GWh standalone BESS in
California, marking NORD/LB's first standalone BESS financing and one of the largest
worldwide to date.
 Daggett 3: Clearway Energy’s 300MW Solar PV + 144MW/576MWh BESS in California,
with NORD/LB financing construction and equity bridge.

In
we are proud to support a number of flagship projects, including:
 Highfield: Aura Power, Highfield Energy, and ib Vogt’s 276 MW solar in the Republic of
Ireland. These are the first two PV plants project financed in the RoI, benefiting from the
recently implemented RESS CfD scheme following the successful 1st auction in 2020
 Serralonga: BayWa and Nisida’s 50.5MW onshore wind farm in Italy, marking our fifth
project financed in Italy with BayWa.
 Pommern: European Energy’s portfolio of 5 wind farms totalling 40MW in Poland, marking
NORD/LB’s third deal in Poland in 12 months.
 Kesdorf: Denker & Wulf AG and wpd AG’s 55MW wind farm in Germany.

Oldenburg

London

Hannover

New York
Singapore

Hohenlochen Wind Farm, Germany

In

Headquarters
Regional office




APAC we supported >1GW of wind and solar transactions, including:
Kaban Green Power Hub: Neoen’s 157MW wind farm + 320km transmission line upgrade in Australia, one of the
largest wind assets in the country to-date, supported with an innovative Capacity Purchase Agreement with CleanCo.
Shirakawa: Obton’s 50MW solar farm in Japan, with NORD/LB acting as sole arranger alongside EKF as co-lender,
marking EKF’s first project solar financing.
Andhra Pradesh: 250MW solar farm in India, marking NORD/LB’s first project financing deal in India, owned by a
major international renewable developer.
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Infrastructure H2/2021 Highlights
We continue to diversify our lending portfolio and transition the business towards digital infrastructure which included
5x MLA financings of fibre networks in UK and Germany, and the acquisition financing of a portfolio of ~2m smart meters

EUROPE

In
NORD/LB supported the financing of fibre connections, telecom towers, smart meters, rolling stock and
primary care centres. In particular:
 Project Edgar, the financing of Trooli, a UK independent Active Operator who is looking to build out a network of fibre in
underserved rural locations of England, representing NORD/LB’s first fibre transaction in the UK.
 Project Aton, transaction for net services Netz GmbH for the expansion of their fibre rollout in Northern Germany, incl.
Flensburg and Landkreis Gifhorn. NORD/LB acted as sole MLA and successfully syndicated part of the transaction to KfW.
 Project Apple, for the financing of four operational Primary Care Centres providing critical health services to regions in
the Republic of Ireland.

Roscommon Primary Care Centre, Ireland

Oldenburg

London

Hannover

New York
Singapore

Tullamore Primary Care Centre, Ireland

Headquarters
Regional office
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Contact Us
Structure Finance Global Team

Heiko Ludwig
Global Head

Sean Cook
Head of Infrastructure Origination - Europe

Nicolai Dillow
Head of Origination - America

Email

Email

Email

heiko.ludwig@nordlb.com

sean.cook@nordlb.com

Theodore Collins
Head of Origination - Europe

Sabrina Haywood
Head of Portfolio Management
- Europe (London)

Email

Email

theodore.collins@nordlb.com

Henning Vogler
Head of Origination - Europe (Hanover)
Email

henning.vogler@nordlb.de

Gerrit Schmidt
Head of Origination - Europe (Oldenburg)
Email

gerrit.schmidt@nordlb.de

Sondra Martinez
Managing Director, Origination - America
Email

sondra.martinez@nordlb.com

sabrina.haywood@nordlb.com

Maria Puentes Puertas
Head of Portfolio Management
- Europe (Hanover)

Stefanie Scholz
Head of Portfolio Management - America
Email

Email

nicolai.dillow@nordlb.com

stefanie.scholz@nordlb.com

maria.puentes_puertas@nordlb.de

Niels Jakeman
Head - Asia Pacific

Ee San Sim
Managing Director, Portfolio Management
- Asia Pacific

Email

Email

niels.jakeman@nordlb.com
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sim.ee.san@nordlb.com
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Disclaimer

The material is provided to you for informational purposes only, and NORD/LB is not soliciting any action based upon it.
The material is not intended as, shall not be construed as and does not constitute, an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or other financial
instrument or financial service of NORD/LB or of any other entity. Any offer of securities, other financial instruments or financial services would be made pursuant to
offering materials to which prospective investors would be referred. Any information contained in the material does not purport to be complete and is subject to the
same qualifications and assumptions, and should be considered by investors only in light of the same warnings, lack of assurances and representations and other
precautionary matters, as disclosed in the definitive offering materials. The information herein supersedes any prior versions hereof and will be deemed to be
superseded by any subsequent versions, including any offering materials. NORD/LB is not obliged to update or periodically review the material.
All information in the material is expressed as at the date indicated in the material and is subject to changes at any time without the necessity of prior notice or
other publication of such changes to be given. The material is intended for the information of NORD/LB’s institutional clients only. The information contained in the
material should not be relied on by any person.
NORD/LB does not represent, guarantee, or warrant, expressly or implicitly, that the material or any part of its valid, accurate or complete (or that any assumptions,
data or projections underlying any estimates or projections contained in the material are valid, accurate or complete), or suitable for any particular purpose, and it
should not be relied upon as such. NORD/LB accepts no liability or responsibility to any person with respect to, or arising directly or indirectly out of the contents of
or any omissions from the material or any other written or oral communication transmitted to the recipient by NORD/LB.
Neither the material nor any part thereof may be reproduced, distributed, passed on, or otherwise divulged directly or indirectly by the party that receives it, to any
other person without the prior written consent of NORD/LB, or otherwise as documented under a separate confidentiality agreement between the recipient and
NORD/LB.

By viewing the following material, the recipient acknowledges, and agrees to abide by, the aforementioned.
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